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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title of Programme/ Name of Regulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Master of Philosophy in Music</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Brief note about nature of change:** Change to naming of first year assessments and submission method

**Location of change**

In Examination Regulations ([http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2018-19/mophilinmusi/](http://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2018-19/mophilinmusi/))

**Effective date**

For students starting from MT 2019  
For first examination from 2020-21

**Detail of change**

New text underlined, deletions struck-through:

1.1 The regulations made by the Board of the Faculty of Music are as follows:

1.2 Each candidate will be required:

1.3.1. To follow for at least six terms a course of study in music. **Candidates will, when they enter for the examination, be required to produce from their society a certificate to that effect.**

1.3.2. To have satisfied the examiners in a Qualifying Examination identical to that for the degree of Master of Studies in Music, and governed by the regulations for that degree, in the Trinity Full Term of the academic year in which their name is entered on the Register of graduate students. **Candidates whose work in the Qualifying Examination is judged by the examiners to be of that meets the standard required for the degree of Master of Studies in Music but not of the standard required to proceed to the second year of the M.Phil. in Music may supplicate for the degree of Master of Studies in Music. Students must achieve an overall average mark of 65 in their first year and a mark of over 70 in their Part 2 submission in order to meet the qualifying standard.**
Candidates whose work in the Qualifying Examination is not judged by the examiners to be of the standard required for the degree of Master of Studies may retake the examination on one occasion only. Only candidates who reach the required standard to proceed to the second year at the first attempt may do so.

1.5. To specialise in musicology, performance or composition. The choice of specialism must correspond to that pursued for the Qualifying Examination, but the subject matter of work submitted must be different from that offered for examination in the first year. Students may change specialism with special dispensation from the Course Convener.

1.6. To submit two substantial pieces of work, named ‘Part 3’ and ‘Part 4’ as a continuation of the numbering in the regulations for the degree of Master of Studies. The elements of the examination will be determined by the candidate’s chosen specialism.

1.7. Candidates specialising in musicology will be required to submit:

1.8. Part 3: a written project of between 8,000 and 12,000 words in length (or equivalent), which may be either a short dissertation or an edition with commentary or an analysis or a portfolio of essays and ethnographic work. Music Ethnography portfolios may be submitted in a variety of formats, including recordings with commentary, video, photography, transcription and analysis. The topic of the project must be submitted for approval to the Masters’ Course Convener, Faculty of Music, by noon on Friday of the fourth week Week 4 of Michaelmas Term. Two copies of the project must be submitted, not later than noon on Tuesday of the seventh week Week 7 of Trinity Term, to the Chair of Examiners for the M.Phil. in Music, c/o Examination Schools, High Street, Oxford.

1.9. Part 4: either a dissertation of between 22,000 and 25,000 words in musicology or ethnomusicology or a substantial editorial exercise (edition), with prefatory matter, of comparable length. The topic for the dissertation or edition must be submitted for approval to the Masters’ Course Convener, Faculty of Music, by noon on Friday of the fourth week Week 4 of Michaelmas Term. Subject to the approval of the Masters’ Course Convener, a dissertation may be a development of written work submitted for the M.St. Two typewritten copies of the dissertation or edition must be submitted, not later than noon Tuesday of Week 10 of Trinity Term, to the Chair of Examiners for the M.Phil. in Music, c/o Examination Schools, High Street, Oxford. Successful candidates will be required to deposit one copy of the dissertation or edition in the Music Faculty Library; minor corrections, as required by the examiners, must be incorporated prior to deposit in the library.

1.10. Candidates specialising in performance will be required to submit:

1.11. Part 3: a recital of forty-five minutes’ duration, vocal or instrumental, of at least two contrasted pieces. [For students starting before MT 2018: Two possible programmes] [For students starting from MT 2018: The proposed programme] must be submitted for approval to the Masters’ Course Convener, Faculty of Music, by Friday of third week of Hilary Term. [For students starting}
1.12 Part 4.3: either a dissertation of between 17,000 and 19,000 words in musicology or ethnomusicology or a substantial editorial exercise (edition), with prefatory matter, of comparable length. The topic for the dissertation or edition must be submitted for approval to the Masters’ Course Convenor, Faculty of Music, by noon on Friday of the fourth week Week 4 of Michaelmas Term. Subject to the approval of the Masters’ Course Convenor, a dissertation may be a development of written work submitted for the M.St. Two typewritten copies of the dissertation or edition must be submitted, not later than noon on Tuesday of the seventh week Week 7 of Trinity Term, to the Chair of Examiners for the M.Phil in Music, c/o Examination Schools, High Street, Oxford. Successful candidates will be required to deposit one copy of the dissertation or edition in the Music Faculty Library; minor corrections, as required by the examiners, must be incorporated prior to deposit in the library.

Part 4: a recital of forty-five minutes’ duration, vocal or instrumental, of at least two contrasted pieces. The proposed programme must be submitted for approval to the Director of Performance, Faculty of Music, by Friday of third week of Hilary Term.

1.13 Part 3: a written project of between 8,000 and 12,000 words in length (or equivalent), which may be either a short dissertation or an edition with commentary or an analysis or a portfolio of essays and ethnographic work. Music Ethnography portfolios may be submitted in a variety of formats, including recordings with commentary, video, photography, transcription and analysis. The topic of the project must be submitted for approval to the Masters’ Course Convenor, Faculty of Music, by noon on Friday of the fourth week Week 4 of Michaelmas Term. Two copies of the project must be submitted, not later than noon on Tuesday of the seventh week of Trinity Term, to the Chair of Examiners for the M.Phil in Music, c/o Examination Schools, High Street, Oxford.

Part 4: a portfolio of at least two well-contrasted compositions totalling between thirty-five and forty-five minutes in duration. The portfolio of compositions must be submitted, not later than noon on Tuesday of tenth week Week 10 of Trinity Term, to the Chair of Examiners for the M.Phil in Music, c/o Examination Schools, High Street, Oxford.

Written assessments (essays, dissertations) must be formatted and submitted as specified in the handbook for the course. The assessments must be submitted by uploading it to the Assignments Section of the Masters Music Submission Weblearn only; no concomitant copy submission may be submitted, for any purpose. Electronic submissions must be received by the deadline; technical problems external to the WebLearn system will not be accepted as grounds for excusing lateness. Written work shall be submitted as word-processed files converted to PDF using the course...
coversheet as first page of the work, bearing on the front the candidate’s examination number but neither their name nor the name of their college. Candidates must themselves retain a copy of each piece of work and must ensure that they receive the email confirming the submission and that the email is retained for future reference. Each submission of written work must be accompanied by a Declaration of Authorship from the candidate that it is their own work except where otherwise indicated, to be completed online at the same time as that of submission.

1.168. The examiners may award a distinction for excellence in the whole examination. In this case the work will normally display an excellent command of the subject studied, evidence of critical understanding, and some demonstration of an original conceptual approach.

1.179. A candidate who fails the final examination will be permitted to retake it on one further occasion only, not later than one year after the initial attempt. Such a candidate whose work has been of satisfactory standard in one or more elements examined will be required to resubmit for examination the element(s) which fell below the passmark when originally examined.

Explanatory Notes

Change to first year average mark to meet qualifying standard:

This change has gone through extensive consultation with the Division and is now published in the faculty’s admissions requirements. This change is in line with other faculties and ensures students are ready to engage with an MPhil.

Swapping assessment title:

For the Performance strand, for administrative reasons Part 3 has been renamed Part 4 and vice versa. There is no change to the assessments themselves.

Change to submission method:

The Faculty of Music is supported by the Division to make the submission of written assessments (essays, dissertations, bibliographies) digital via a secure Weblearn site provided by the Examination Schools. Composition portfolios will remain in hard copy.